
Appendix Q.1. Sample Author Communication (First Copyedit) 
 
TO: ASR Author 
 
RE: COPYEDIT STAGE of ASR ARTICLE, Request for Approval 
 
DUE BY: 5pm EST Friday, June 8 
 
NOTE: Please read this entire message *before* opening and printing out all the attachments (2 
files total). Please contact me if you have any problems. 
 
Your response is due on or before Friday, June 8. It is IMPORTANT that your response be 
received by this date. If there are multiple authors for this ASR article, we ask that only one 
(corresponding) author communicate the author corrections and in only one e-mail (not multiple 
e-mails). 
 
The attachments are the copyedited files of your article being published in an upcoming issue of 
ASR. The copyedited version (*_copyedit.doc) is attached along with the compare file to show 
the edits that were made to the article text. Please type any corrections in the *_copyedit.doc file 
and use "track changes." 
 
Let me know if you have any problems opening these files or if you have any questions about 
these procedures. 
 
IMPORTANT: Print out the attached files. Review every page carefully! Because of updated 
production procedures adopted by the ASA, this copyedit stage is the one and only opportunity 
you have to make changes to the text of your article in ASR. 
 
Per journal policy regarding accepted articles for publication, simply respond to bolded Author 
Queries and make corrections to incorrect text; do not rewrite or make major changes during this 
copyedit stage. 
 
We will proof any additional changes you request, but we will *not* proofread the entire article 
again. Check references carefully---ASR is not responsible for verification of data or references. 
***The AUTHOR is responsible for any errors missed in this copyediting stage.*** 
 
Remember, this is the only time when the author(s) can make necessary corrections to the text of 
the article. So please make whatever changes are necessary *now*. After this copyedit stage, it is 
assumed that the author has approved the text ('author text approval') and no more text changes 
will be made. Then the article is typeset. After typesetting, the PDF proof is e-mailed to the 
corresponding author for the sole purpose of approving layout of tables and/or figures. NO text 
changes are made to the PDF proof. 
 
It is useful to proofread this copyedited article twice, allowing a day between proofing sessions. 
When you proofread, in addition to the text, be sure to check tables (if any), table titles, and table 
footnotes; the article text endnotes; each author biography; and references. 
 
Please respond to any and all Author Queries that appear in bold angle brackets in these files 



Appendix Q.1. Sample Author Communication (First Copyedit) 
 
(<AUTHOR: . . .>). 
 
Again, please TYPE changes directly in the *_copyedit.doc file using "track changes." 
 
After you have read everything thoroughly, please e-mail changes to me on or before Friday, 
June 8. 
 
Again, corrections should be sent to me in just one e-mail from only one author (if there are 
multiple authors) who is designated the corresponding author. 
 
Thank you very much for your careful and prompt attention to this. 
 
 
Best wishes, 
 
 
Mara Grynaviski, Managing Editor 
American Sociological Review 
202 550-3077 
 

tel:202%20550-3077�


Appendix Q.2. Sample Author Communication (PDF Proof) 
 
To: ASR AUTHOR(S) 
 
Re: PDF PROOF OF ARTICLE IN ASR 
 
Due: Tuesday, June 12 
 
Attached, please find the PDF file of your typeset prepress page proof for 
your article appearing in ASR August 2012, Volume 77, number 4. 
 
Please review your proof (especially any Tables or Figures), and e-mail me 
your approval by *Tuesday, June 12.* 
 
***If your response is not received by Tuesday, June 12, we will assume 
that this PDF proof is approved for print in ASR as is and will send it to 
press immediately. 
 
NOTE: This is the only PDF proof you will have the opportunity to review. 
As mentioned during the earlier copyedited file stage, text 
changes cannot be made at this PDF proof stage due to time and budget 
constraints. All authors were given the opportunity to make text 
changes at the previous copyedited file stage. 
 
After you e-mail your approval of this PDF proof, the article will be sent 
to the press to be physically printed, bound, and mailed. 
 
If there are absolutely urgent errors that were introduced at the PDF 
typesetting phase, they may be corrected at the editor's discretion. If 
there were minor errors that the author missed at the previous copyediting 
stage, these cannot be corrected. 
 
Please e-mail me only absolutely urgent errors. Any corrections should be 
sent to me in one e-mail from only one author who is designated the 
corresponding author. 
 
Thank you very much for your assistance. 
 
Best wishes, 
 
Mara Grynaviski 
Managing Editor, ASR 
202 550-3077 
 

tel:202%20550-3077�



